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In 1972 a newly created Department of Theatre Arts became a part of the 
University of North Dakota. The journey to become a full-fledged department took 
nearly seventy years with a path leading through at least two different academic 
departments and 3 different colleges. 
1883-1910- Early Efforts 
The earliest theatrical productions were class plays and classroom presentations. 
The plays were performed as a social event for the upper class members as well as a 
fundraiser for junior and senior activities. The scripts could be either published or 
created specifically for the performance. Published scripts tended toward mass 
entertainment fare of the time period. Local written work generally focused at the 
experiences of the class during the past year as well as the foibles of the administration 
and faculty. The earliest documented production was All For A Man, produced in 1902 
as the class play for the season.1 Production quality was minimal for the early work. The 
few existing photographs show simple suggested locales (in the case of Merchant of 
Venice Up-to Date, a simple sign on the wall) and costuming seems to be primarily 
contemporary dress. 
In 1905 Frederick Henry Koch joined the faculty of the English Department. 
Koch had received his B. A. from Ohio Wesleyan and (in 1909) an M.A. from Harvard 
University. Almost from the beginning he showed a strong interest in communal native 
theatre that allowed the notion that any local performing group could create a 
performance and that local influences in life were worthy subjects of playwriting. That 
notion struck Koch on one of his earliest days at UNO, in a story that he told in the 
1930's. Koch recalled that when he first arrived at UNO he asked a student what 
productions had been performed. The student replied "Last year at Commencement we 
did The Merchant of Venice Up-To-Date." When asked what "Up-to-Date" meant the 
student replied "Oh, we had lots of hits in it on the Faculty." That exchange caused Koch 
to ask, "Why shouldn't drama be up-to-date-about the life we live and the people we 
know?"2 
The 1906 class play was The Rivals and Koch not only had the production 
performed for local audiences but also arranged for the performance in area communities 
in what Koch, in later years, would refer to as the "Barnstorming Tours"3• The challenge 
1 Dacotah Annual, 1904 
2 J. F. S. Smeall, Departmental Histories- English: 1883-1983. Grand Forks: University 
of North Dakota, 1983. p. 10. 
3 Frederick H. Koch, Carolina Folk-Plays. New York: Henry Holt and Company. 1922. 
p. XII. 
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of mounting a university tour in 1906 was daunting. Sets, though minimal, costumes 
(elaborate period pieces complete with wigs), props and all other production needs had to 
be packed to ship. Transport was by rail and the tour was planned to allow about a day at 
each venue. The company would usually arrive during the day and most of the cast 
would set up for the evening's performance. One or two actors (many times chosen by 
drawing of names) would canvas the community, usually in costume, and distribute 
handbills announcing the performance. In some communities this was the primary source 
of advertising. 
In many of the visited communities UND alumni would play an important role in 
preparing the community for the performance. Alumni would plan for the company's 
arrival, sometimes greeting the train and aiding with the setup. Parties would be held, 
depending on company schedule, either before or after the performance. There are early 
accounts of the tours when the members of the company were treated as near royalty. In 
some communities it was civic pride that created interest in the upcoming performance. 
The communities wanted to see their native sons and daughters who had become 
"sophisticated" by performing in a University production. 
Koch's tours grew in complexity and demand, to the ire of at least some of the 
student community who had no interest in touring but simply wanted to enjoy being in a 
show. The 1912 Dacotah Annual contains a semi-satirical narrative journal of a class 
play that becomes consumed by competition with one of Koch's tours.4 
1910-1917-The Sock and Buskin Society 
Theatre as an activity on campus grew to a point that Koch and interested 
colleagues on campus began to see the need for an expanded program of theatre at UND. 
Meetings were held throughout 1909 to plan for this. On January 3, 1910, at the home of 
Dr. Slyfield a charter group created an organization for the study and performance of 
theatre at the University of North Dakota. The group was called the Sock and Buskin 
Society. Charter members were Frederick H. Koch, Mrs. Meyer Jacobstein, Mr. 
Anderson, Echo Turner, Marguerite Haskett, Wm. Torgeson, Alma Tweton, Edith 
Londergan, Russel Chase, Garth Howland, Jean Koch.5 
The Sock and Buskin Society was made up of equal numbers of interested faculty 
and students, originally 15 members of each group but was quickly expanded due to great 
interest. Membership was determined by audition- either a physical audition such as 
would be done for casting a show or by submitting a scholarly paper or review of an 
aspect of theatre. Regular meetings were held and a regular routine developed. The early 
part of the meeting would be business of the group, followed by a literary discussion that 
could include a presentation of papers, lectures of special topics by local faculty or even a 
presentation from an outside lecturer. Some lecturers took on special prominence. Of 
particular note was an annual program and lecture by Henry Lawrence Southwick, 
4 Albert Wold, "A Class Play that Was Not To Be", Dacotah Annual. 1912. 
5 "Interesting Review of Sock and Buskin", The Student. April 29, 1915. 
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president emeritus of Emerson University who would present Charles Dickens 
interpretive readings and lectures. On occasion scenes, one-acts and even some full-
length plays would be performed. Meetings, lectures and performances were all open to 
the public. 
1910 saw the addition of a lecture hall that would also serve as an auditorium for 
the campus. The 1909 state legislature had approved funding for a new "Normal" 
building for the Teacher's College. The four story ( one story partly below grade, three 
above) was a welcome addition to the campus. Up until this time education classes were 
spread throughout the University. Consolidation into a single building would help with 
the teaching focus that UND was assigned from its inception. It also served as a Normal 
High School for student teacher training. The building was dedicated on September 28, 
1910 and named for Horace Woodworth, the first principal of the UND Normal School 
and beloved faculty member who had died in 1904. A small lecture stage in the new 
facility would become a home for UND performance for nearly 40 years. 
In 1913 the University was given the honor of hosting its first major conference, 
the annual meeting of the Mississippi Valley Historical Association, at the time one of 
the preeminent historic groups in the country. Koch and the Sock and Buskin Society 
were approached to perform in conjunction with the event. That fall Koch, some 
additional faculty and 18 students began doing research and writing for an original 
outdoor pageant that would be performed in late May. 
The overall concept of the pageant was a look at the European explorers that first 
roamed and settled the Northern Plains. The group decided on four explorers- Radisson, 
LaSalle, V erendrye and Lewis and Clark. Groups of four student playwrights were 
assigned to each explorer and the students researched and narrowed the focus of their 
subject to create the parts. The scripts were filled with prose, lyric poetry and with music 
and lyrics written by two additional students specifically for each scene. The production, 
named A Pageant of the North-West also contained special effects, both visual and 
lighting, and several unique features, most notably, the use of Indians from the Turtle 
River reservation for some of the scenes. 
A curved area of the English Coulee,just south of University Avenue (and west 
of current Smith Hall) was chosen as the performance area. The curve made a natural 
amphitheatre seating area on the West bank (Chester Fritz Auditorium side) of the coulee 
and the proximity to electrical service from the Power House (Chandler Hall) allowed 
easy access to electricity for the unique lighting effects that could be used during the 
production. The coulee itself even served as additional scenery- during some scenes 
canoes floated down the coulee. 
The site was more than just a single event performance site. The Sock and Buskin 
Society was interested in the greater study of pageants and communal theatre. It was 
decided that the site would be a permanent outdoor performance space and, after much 
discussion, the group settled upon the name Bankside Theatre. On the evening of May 
28, 1914 the Sock and Buskin Society first dedicated and presented the new performance 
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site to University President Frank Mc Vey, then performed the world premiere of A 
Pageant of the North-West. 
The response to the performance was overwhelming. The thousand plus audience 
members that evening and a second audience the following evening raved at the size and 
scope of the production. More than 300 performers took part in the production and the 
audiences were wowed with the effects and content of the show. Notice of the 
production reached the East coast where there was a hunger for pageants. Almost 
overnight UND became a national authority on pageant making in the United States. The 
event and performance even became a part of North Dakota film history when local 
landmarks and a part of the Pageant were filmed by Pathe Freres Motion Picture 
Company and became the first movie made in North Dakota. Parts of this filming were 
used for "Pathe Weekly".6 
Interest in Sock and Buskin membership grew. The following fall an additional 
22 students were accepted to the Society. 
In the 1915-16 academic year it was decided that, as part of the worldwide 
tercentenary celebration of William Shakespeare's death, the Sock and Buskin Society 
would perform a pageant to celebrate the playwright in a production titled Shakespeare, 
the Playmaker. Again, groups of students (this time 20) would research and write the 
pageant. Unlike the 1914 experience, a lot of public attention was paid to nearly every 
aspect in the planning and execution of the production. The Dakota Student and Grand 
Forks Herald both took great interest in the production with each newspaper using 
considerable front page, multi column space to detail much of the upcoming production. 
The pageant opened to a sellout crowd on June 12, 1916. A second performance was 
presented the following night. 
The production focused on Shakespeare witnessing events that may have led to 
his creation of A Midsummer Night's Dream and The Tempest. Again, huge casts were 
used. Two of the Native Americans that performed in the 1914 pageant returned for 
Shakespeare the Playmaker. The show even featured Queen Elizabeth I sailing her royal 
barge down the Thames (English Coulee). Special Effects were plentiful. 
The pageant was a hit. Koch and the Sock and Buskin Society were noted by 
such publications as the Literary Digest, The Review of Reviews and the Boston Evening 
Transcript. Koch became a highly demanded lecturer on the Redpath Chautauqua circuit, 
sharing lectures with Percy McKay, regarded as one of the top academics in American 
pageantry. 
Koch took the refound interest in communal play writing and used the 1916-17 
season to develop student one-acts that would be performed throughout the season. 
Students wrote from their own rural experiences. One-acts captured the isolation of the 
Dakotas and Montana, the conflict between rural life and what was viewed as the 
6 "'Shooting Up' Grand Forks", Grand Forks Herald. May 30, 1914. 
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growing educational bourgeoisie of the university student, tales of the lives of pioneer 
farmers and ranchers and even love ( and the difficulties of love) in the region. The one-
acts were successful and during the spring a tour was planned for some of the favorite 
plays. 
The spring 1917 tour was the start of a year of major changes. In the midst of the 
tour the United States declared war on Germany. Within days of the announcement 
many of the men in the Sock and Buskin Society had joined the Army. 
1917-1971- The Dakota Playmakers 
The name Sock and Buskin Society had well represented the organization in the 
early years, but expanded interest in pageants and communal theatre as well as an overall 
focus on the creation of original work prompted discussions, some private some public, 
on a name change that would better reflect the expanded mission of the group. In 1917 
the group finally decided that the name should be changed to The Dakota Playmakers. 
That change officially happened on December 20, 1917 before the premiere performance 
of The Spirit of Christmas, a play written by UND faculty member Franz Rickaby and his 
wife Lillian. The performance, attended by a number of former S&B members now in 
the war effort, also marked the dedication of the Play-Stage in Woodworth Hall. 
The biggest change, however, came with the announcement that Frederick H. 
Koch would leave the University of North Dakota following the end of Spring Semester 
1918. Koch had been offered and had accepted a position at the University of North 
Carolina where he would set up a theatre studies and performance program similar to 
what he had done at UND. The Carolina Playmakers would go on to notoriety in 
university theatre circles for the next 70 years. 
Koch was succeeded under the joint leadership of Lyle Bittinger and Franz 
Rickaby7, though by the end of the season Rickaby had exclusive claim of the leadership 
role. Rickaby had arrived at UND in 1917 and with his wife Lillian had been active with 
the Sock & Buskin Society. Rickaby was a natural choice to carry on the work started by 
Koch. He had a strong interest in stories as told from the common people's view and was 
especially focused on tales and songs from lumber and cowboy camps. Rickaby had 
been a nomad all through his life. Born in Arkansas, his family had moved to 
Taylorville, Illinois when he was seven. His father was a musician and had made certain 
that all of his children learned music. Franz was a natural and was fluent with the fiddle 
but able to play a number of instruments. He had dropped out of high school to roam the 
country starting with his birth state but moving about taking odd jobs ranging from road 
construction to farming to orchestra leader. He eventually went back to school, 
graduated and went on to receive his undergraduate degree from Knox College in 
Galesville, Illinois and his M.A. from Harvard in 1917. It was while at Harvard that he 
learned that he had developed a severe heart condition from an attack of rheumatic fever 
that he got while an undergrad (apparently from staying out nights to earn extra money 
7 Dacotah Annual, 1921. p. 168. 
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for school). The final diagnosis was not good. It was estimated that he would only have 
a couple of years to live. 
June of 1917 was a busy month for Rickaby. He graduated from Harvard, 
married his love, Lillian Katar and, as he put it, received "a mass of stuff from the 
University of North Dakota, all dramatic. They have a hustler out there in that line, I 
suspect".8 The "dramatic hustler" turned out to be Frederick Koch. Offered some other 
jobs, Franz and Lillian decided to take the UNO position for the good salary, which 
would help him pay for the demands of his illness. Though they shared time at UNO 
only briefly, they seemed to enjoy each other's company and Koch saw Rickaby as his 
successor when he left. 
From the beginning Rickaby had an uphill fight. He was following in the footsteps of a 
national legend. The United States was at war and many of the more experienced men 
were in the army. Additionally, in 1918 the entire world was suffering through a tragic 
influenza pandemic and UNO was hit particularly hard. Nonetheless, Rickaby was able 
to keep the organization together and producing during this time. Shows were a 
combination of original writing and simple published fare. Under Rickaby sponsorship 
for a number of playwriting programs was begun. In 1921 the Playmakers produced The 
Pilgrim's Pageant, a pageant at the Bankside that was somewhat poorly received and 
marked the last major pageant performance at the Bankside. 
From 1921 to about 1929 Bankside performances would primarily be the May 
Fetes produced by the Physical Education Department. Occasionally the Playmakers 
would perform at the Bankside, though performances became less and less frequent. By 
the I950's the Bankside fell into disuse and eventually was abandoned. The site was 
never really developed beyond some simple tiering of audience areas to accommodate 
chairs and the addition of trees and brush on the performance side to provide a natural 
backdrop and some offstage masking. Over the next 40 years the site was totally 
relandscaped, removing most of the shrubbery and foliage planted in the early Bankside 
days. An earthen dike was added on the East side of the performance area and enlarged 
during the Flood of 1997. 
During Rickaby' s tenure the Playmakers formed the Junior Playmakers, affiliate 
members of the Dakota Playmakers, made up of high schools within the region. Member 
schools would hold local meetings and would annually meet at the UNO campus to 
perform One-Act plays. The creation of the Junior Playmakers served a number of 
needs- they provided an immediate contact for future Dakota Playmakers, they served to 
introduce theatre to remote North Dakota communities and they acted as a promotional 
vehicle for the University of North Dakota. 
Rickaby's term as director of the Playmakers was cut short by illness. In 1923 the 
heart condition created by a bout with rheumatic fever a few years earlier worsened. 
8 Daniel W. Green, ""The Fiddle and I": The Story of Franz Rickaby". The Journal of 
American Folklore, Volume 81, Number 322, October- December 1968. 322. 
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Doctors in Rochester, Minnesota recommended that a move to warmer climates may help 
his health so he and Liilian moved to the Claremont, California9 for rest and recovery in 
the warm, dry air. On May 18, 1925 Franz Rickaby died at a sanitarium in Loma Linda, 
California. 
Emmanuel D. Schonberger was hired as a professor in Forensics and as the 
managing director of the Playmakers. E. D. Schonberger had more traditional 
performance interests than either Koch or Rickaby. He rapidly expanded the Forensics 
Department and developed a number of debate contests while continuing the expansion 
of the Playmakers. 
In 1926 speech was split from the Department of English and the Dakota 
Playmakers were brought into the newly created Department of Speech. The transition 
from English to Speech was fairly natural. The Sock & Buskin Society had originally 
developed within the Department of English as a literature-based program in part due to 
the lack of performance resources in the early years but also from the social view that 
there was something "unseemly" to the "art" of acting and not something that god-fearing 
persons would do. That view slowly changed and performance became an outgrowth that 
eventually overtook those literary interests and created the need for more focus on vocal 
and presentational aspects of theatre that was present with Speech. 
In 1927 the Playmakers were granted a charter with the National Collegiate 
Players, a national theatre fraternal organization. The first year the Playmakers hosted an 
NCP performance; the following year the Dakota Playmakers had the honor of 
performing before a National Collegiate Players conference in Chicago. 
Schonberger made greater use of alternate performance sites. During Koch's and 
Rickaby's tenures performance was held primarily at either Woodworth, the Bankside or 
at the Metropolitan Opera House. Shonberger's Playmakers performed at a greater 
number of venues, adding the Orpheum, Grand Forks Auditorium, Grand Forks Central 
High School, the UNO Armory, The States Theatre, the Masonic Temple and various 
small locales. For a ten plus period from 1929- 1941 no major listed shows were 
performed in Woodworth. The move was partly of necessity and partly promotional. 
Schonberger was developing a massive forensics program and needed space for the 
several debates that were being held annually. Woodworth Auditorium was being more 
heavily used for forensics and this probably cut into space availability. Space in general 
was harder to come by on campus. The campus population was growing during this time 
but academic facilities construction was not keeping pace with that growth. Finally, 
Woodworth was designed first as a lecture hall with scarce offstage and backstage space. 
The proscenium opening was only about 13'X20'10 with apparent limited space beyond 
the arch. Though a 1916 modification created an apron with additional performance 
space, the room was cramped for anything more than a basic performance. 
9 Green, p. 332. 
lOH. 5 e1man, p .. 
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The Playmakers expanded under Schonberger's leadership. The group created the 
Reserve Playmak:ers, made up of underclass students that performed in one-acts and 
provided service to the greater organization. From this group students were selected to 
participate as full-fledged Dakota Playmakers, earning the added privilege of performing 
in the larger full productions. Yet one more layer of prestige was added to the group in 
the form of National Collegiate Players, chosen from the Playmakers, who would 
participate in national activities. In the mid-1930 the Radio Playmakers were formed. 
The group wrote and produced radio entertainment, performed on Mondays on KFJM 
radio during the station's daily two hour broadcast day. By 1940 the Radio Playmakers 
were folded directly into KFJM's supervision. 
Of special note during Shonberger's tenure was the service of his wife, Sara 
Wallace Schonberger (noted in most programs as "Mrs. E. D. Schonberger"). Mrs. 
Schonberger took the lead with costumes for nearly every production between 1923 and 
1948. 
Schonberger retired from UND in 1948 and Andrew J. Kochman, jr. was named 
the new director. John Penn, a faculty member in Speech since the early 40's, was 
named the new head of the Speech department. 
On March 10, 1949 the Dakota Playmakers and the University of North Dakota 
suffered a serious blow when Woodworth Hall was destroyed by fire. The Playmakers 
had finished a performance of UND Alumnus and first year Sock & Buskin member 
Maxwell Anderson's Winterset. The cast and crew had left the building about 11:00 p.m. 
About a half hour later a student going through the building noticed smoke and called in 
the alarm. The building was soon engulfed in flames. The fire had started on the second 
floor in some overheated radio equipment at KFJM. First floor contents were pulled out 
as firefighters worked on containing the fire, but the heat of fire resulted in the weakening 
and eventual collapse of the third floor onto the second floor. The first floor was filled 
with water and debris from the rest of the building. 
For the next dozen years the Playmakers became a nomadic group, led first by 
Kochman then, in 1955, by Henry G. Lee. The group performed at a number of sites in 
Grand Forks, including Central High School, St. Michaels Youth Center and the 
Bankside Theatre. (An interesting note- one Bankside performance of this era is shown 
on three undated photos in the Theatre Arts Image Archives with a castle setup and the 
"Prince of Norway Chair" currently located in the Chester Fritz Library Special 
Collections and two "Chancellor's Chairs" currently located in the Carnegie Building.) 
The Bankside wasn't the only outdoor space used by the Playmakers. A number of 
productions were performed on the University Quad as the "Campus Green" site. 
By the early 1950's they centered most of their performances at West Elementary 
School Auditorium, located across from University Park. The relatively new school was 
close to the University (less than a block from the eastern edge of fraternity/sorority row). 
The auditorium, which still exists largely unchanged, was constructed as a combination 
gymnasium and attached stage typical of the period. The stage was wide, short and fairly 
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shallow from front to back. Donald W. McCaffrey began directing in 1960 and took over 
predominant directing duties for the next decade. 
Even before the fire there had been some thought toward a performance space that 
was dedicated solely toward theatre performance. Almost immediately after the 
Woodworth fire discussion began for a new theatre. Discussions seemed to center both 
on the "tenants" of the space and the location that the space would occupy. The 
University Band had occupied part of Woodworth and there was serious consideration to 
building a performing arts facility that would incorporate both Theatre and Music in the 
area where Twamley Hall currently sits. Other locations were also discussed, including 
the area next to Davis Hall, the oldest dormitory on campus. 
In 1961 Zoe Burtness donated $100,000 (equivalent to about $675,000 in 2006 
dollars) to the University in memory of her husband Olger. A 1906 graduate of UNO, 
Olger "O.B." Burtness had been active in sports, debate and had even performed in class 
plays. The couple had been active in the Playmakers in later years, with Olger serving as 
treasurer at one point. 
According to a story told by Dr. John Penn, Burtness Theatre came about almost 
as an accident. Dr. Penn was waiting for a train and Mrs. Burtness & Mrs. Bridgeman 
were at the train station. The three began talking about the Playmakers & Mrs. Burtness 
asked about the costs of a new facility. Some quick numbers were discussed, the train 
arrived and all went their separate ways. When Dr. Penn returned to UNO the following 
week he walked into his office, sat down and found a check on his desk from Zoe 
Burtness for $100,000 with a note to use it in a year or lose it. 
The building was designed quickly and planned with the intent of constructing a 
basic theatre that would be capable of easy expansion. The open site north of Davis Hall 
(the oldest building on campus) was chosen for the location. Groundbreaking was held 
on June 1, 1962. Dedication of Burtness Theatre was held on Sunday April 28, 1963 and 
the inaugural production of Archibald McLeash's JB was held on April 30, 1963. Sadly, 
Mrs. Burtness passed away shortly before the building was completed. 
Burtness Theatre is made up of two performance spaces- a proscenium and a 
Blackbox. The Burtness Mainstage is a proscenium space that originally seated nearly 
400. In the 45 years since opening the total seats have been reduced for safety and better 
wheelchair access to about 360. The Burtness Lab is a 150 seat blackbox space that 
through the years has been known as "The Pit", "The Studio Theatre" and (most recently) 
"The Lab". It was planned as a multipurpose space to be used as an acting classroom and 
as a rehearsal and performance space, much in keeping with the experimental attitude of 
the Playmakers. The building also has a Scene Shop and a Costume Shop. 
The addition of a permanent home for the Playmakers marked the slow blending 
of the group into the "University Theatre". In the earliest days of the Sock and Buskin 
Society and later the Dakota Playmakers the organization received top billing. By the 
late 1950's the billing had adjusted to "The UNO Speech Department presents the Dakota 
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Playmakers", though the Playmakers title still received the dominant font size and style. 
By the mid- 1960's that had changed to the point that the Dakota Playmakers title no 
longer appeared on the front cover. The 1966 season brochure still listed the season as 
belonging to the Dakota Playmakers. Just two years later, in the 1968 brochure, no 
mention of the Playmakers was made. The name was occasionally used, primarily in the 
context of student produced projects and meetings. Margaret "Peg" O'Leary, UND 
student active in the late 1960's and early 1970's noted that by the mid 1960's there was 
little support for the name within the theatre program. In late 1968, with minimal student 
interest, it was decided to drop the name Dakota Playmakers all together. 
There was a certain degree of production fragmentation taking place during this 
time. Most productions were labeled as "University Theatre", while "Children's 
Theatre" was used for any youth oriented production. Summer productions were tagged 
as "Summer Theatre" and some summer performances were produced through the 
"Summer Speech Institute". Finally there were student productions that were titled as 
"Dakota Playmakers". One 1968-69 production, Wise Blood (which featured Sam 
Anderson, a young actor from Wahpeton, ND, who would go on to star in films and 
television for the next 40 years), went so far as to credit the producer as the "UND 
Theatre Department", even though full department status would be another two years 
down the road. The overall producer in all these productions remained the Speech 
Department. 
Title change was just one component of a bigger change that was happening with 
the entire program. The earliest days had listed the Director as the coordinator of all 
areas of production. Frederick Koch was at times listed as "Director of Production" and 
other persons were listed as directors for respective areas, but it was implied within news 
clippings and programs that he served as head and coordinator of all areas. By the time 
that Henry G. Lee had become Director the Technical Director had begun to be 
prominently listed. At this time the "TD" was a position responsible for all things 
technical, from lights to sound and both scenic design and construction. The early 1960's 
saw the shift in title to "Design and Technical Direction", nearly always in the same font 
& size as the Director, though most other technical areas were not prominently listed. 
The change was reflective of the same change that was happening within the theatre 
industry as the design and technical processes became more specialized. Costume, 
Lighting and Sound Design were relegated to "Assistant", "Committee" or "Coordinator" 
status, the exception being some productions during Shonberger's tenure, when Mrs. E. 
D. Schonberger was specially listed. 
Directing also had become a bit more diverse. Koch, Rickaby and Schonberger 
had directed nearly every production during their respective tenures. By the 1950's 
Kochman and Lee both directed the majority of shows, but a greater number of other 
persons were also given directing duties. Lee and whichever Technical Director was on 
staff went so far as to change positions from time to time, with Lee taking on the 
Design/Technical Direction duties while the respective "TD's" (Ned Bowman, Thomas 
E. Jones, Harry E. Campbell) directed the production. 
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1971-Present- The Department of Theatre Arts 
A little more than 60 years after eleven theatre enthusiasts formed the Sock and 
Buskin Society Theatre would split from the Speech Department to form the Department 
of Theatre Arts. The new Department would be part of the newly created College of Fine 
Arts with Dr. John Rogers as the first Dean. Dr. Ronald Engle was chosen as the first 
Chair of the Department. The first faculty in the department were Engle, Suzanne 
Bennett, Lawrence J. Hill and Sandra Norton.11 
Early offerings in the new department included standard theatre fare- acting 
classes, basic tech courses and the like. The Department also specialized in Children's 
Theatre with Norton as half time faculty in both Theatre and the Center for Teaching and 
Learning. 
The creation of a College of Fine Arts created the need for facilities to house the 
new college and its departments. A site was chosen west of the English Coulee southeast 
of the President's house. Initial plans called for a facility large enough to hold Theatre, 
Music and Visual Arts as well as office space for the Dean and for College operational 
support. As originally designed the building would have three wings, one for each 
department, with Theatre located on the Northwest wing of the building, adjacent to 
current Josephine Campbell Recital Hall. Early in the process it was realized that the 
funding to support construction would be insufficient if all three wings were added. 
Theatre was already in Burtness Theatre but Music was being housed in the Education 
Building, which was cramped for space and had no permanent facilities. Visual Arts had 
been moved from Education to Oxford House (the old President's House) then in 1971 
moved to Chandler Hall, which was expected to be tom down in a few years. It was 
decided to build only for Music and Visual Arts with the anticipation that funding would 
be found in the future for an addition to accommodate Theatre. The Hughes Fine Arts 
Center was dedicated in October 1974. 
Theatre moved offices from Merrifield hall to the now partially empty Chandler 
hall during the 1974-75 academic year, initially taking offices on the South end of the 
center section of the building (offices 9-16) and also taking Chandler 19-19F for props 
and scenery storage. In the early 1980's the University Press, occupants of Chandler for 
many years, shifted office space and Theatre added Chandler 5- 6. During the next 
decade, as the North Dakota School for the Blind and the UNO Alumni Association left 
Chandler, Theatre Arts claimed the open space. 
During the 1975-76 season the new department produced the first of many special 
productions with A Dusty Echo by Ev Miller. The production was had been winner of a 
competition by UNO Theatre Arts to find a show to perform during the United States 
Bicentennial celebration. The show performed at UNO then toured throughout the state 
throughout the month of April 1976. The tour was self-sufficient and included complete 
11 Donna Campbell, Departmental Histories- Theatre. Grand Forks: University of North 
Dakota, 1983. p. 1. 
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production elements- lights, sound, costumes and scenery. Photos show crews setting 
lighting trees and unloading road boxes still used for storage today. The show and tour 
were a success. 
Beginning in 1973 the Department hosted an annual High School One-Act 
competition, a sort of echo of the competition held fifty years earlier. Schools would 
gather at Burtness Theatre to perform and watch performances throughout the day. The 
event became increasingly popular and eventually was moved to the Chester Fritz 
Auditorium, then a new facility on the UNO campus. The One-Act program ended about 
1984 when interest waned and the planning demands outweighed the interest in the 
program. 
John Rogers left the position of Dean of the College of Fine Arts in 1980 and was 
replaced by Bruce Jacobsen. Jacobsen had a theatre background and was listed as a 
faculty member within Theatre Arts, primarily as a director. In 1981 David Sederholm, 
Department faculty member since 1977, was named as Department Chair, replacing 
Engle, who stepped down to spend more time with research in Eastern European theatre 
and with editing duties for the newly founded journal Theatre History Studies. Budget 
cuts forced Sederholm to cut Children's Theatre and Creative Dramatics. He left UNO 
the following year and was replaced by Lawrence J. Hill, faculty member since the mid-
1960's. In 1988 James B. Graves was hired to replace Hill who was leaving UNO for the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (and home of the Carolina Playmakers). 
Graves was replaced in 1988 by Dan Plato. 
The 1987 production of Waiting for the Parade became the first of two 
performances in UNO Theatre history to receive the honor performing at the American 
College Theatre Festival (ACTF) Region 5 conference held at the University of 
Minnesota. The Region 5 ACTF is made of university theatres in North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas and Missouri. Of the hundreds of 
plays performed in the region each year only about a half dozen are selected for 
performance at the regional level. Top performances at each region conference have the 
opportunity to perform at the held at the Kennedy Center in Washington, DC. 
In 1989 the Department was the official performance company for the North 
Dakota Centennial. Theatre Arts produced When The Meadowlark Sings by Bill Borden 
(faculty member in English). The Department toured the state, performing nearly a 
dozen venues including a Bismarck performance with the Governor and many state 
dignitaries. Greg Gillette, Scenic Designer with the department at the time of the tour 
recounted that particular show with mixed feelings. The show had gone well, but there 
were audio problems with microphone placement that resulted in a banging sound 
throughout the performance. Following the performance a receiving line was formed. 
Gillette was introduced to Governor George Sinner who, when told Gillette's title, 
smiled, shook his hand, looked him in the eye and said "Boom". 
That tour has lasting effects within the department to this day. The show was 
built as a totally self-sufficient production. As the show was being planned Technical 
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Director Gary Baird and Scenic Designer Greg Gillette decided to invest in equipment 
and materials to build several elements from steel, including trusswork used to support 
lighting fixtures. When Loren Liepold replaced Baird a year later it was decided to 
continue with a focus in steel construction. Nearly every set is built with at least some 
steel elements. The trusses built by Baird are still used in one to two shows per year. 
The department restarted the One-Act Festival in 1992. The program focused on 
performances of six to eight high school one-acts from the region and a half dozen or 
more schools that came to watch the day's events. In addition to the one-acts, workshops 
were held that covered various facets of theatre including basic acting, makeup basics and 
effects and the ever favorite improve workshop. Though popular among area schools, the 
program faded and was eventually ended after the combination of a freak blizzard in 
2006 and growing difficulty with scheduling the event within the Department production 
schedule. 
Summer Theatre in the 1990' s went through some massive changes. For years 
Summer Theatre at UND was held at a variety locations- usually in Burtness, but also 
other venues in Grand Forks. The 1991-92 Summer Theatre season began an experiment 
with dinner theatre in conjunction with the Windmill Restaurant (lost in the 1997 Flood) 
in downtown Grand Forks. In 1994 the program was moved back to Burtness and the 
following year Shakespeare in My Park was introduced. The summer program toured 
Shakspeare's comedies to parks, initially throughout Greater Grand Forks and later 
around the region. The productions tended to take unique twists on setting and script. 
The program was eliminated in 2002 due to budget constraints. 
Facilities used by Theatre Arts grew in the mid-1990s. Two rooms on the North 
side of the second floor of Chandler Hall had been used as a small lecture classroom 
(CHA 107) and as a small movement studio (CHA 108). In 1995 a number of rooms 
(CHA 102-106 & 110-111) previously occupied by Biology were added to Theatre Arts. 
The addition of these rooms allowed a larger lecture classroom (CHA 103), a larger, 
better organized design studio (CHA 105 & 106) and a conference room (CHA 104). 
The new conference room space was a special gift. The original conference room was 
located in Chandler 6 and was barely large enough to hold a conference table, not to 
mention the chairs needed to sit around the table. The new room was large enough to 
actually allow persons to sit around the table and be able to move around in the room 
without persons on the entire side of the table having to stand up to allow others to pass 
through. A wall separating Chandler 107 & 108 was removed and a larger Movement 
Studio was created. Finally, the new spaces allowed some real office spaces (CHA 102, 
102A, 111) for Lecturers and Graduate Teaching Assistants. In 1996 and 1997 more 
rooms were added as spaces occupied by the University of North Dakota Alumni 
Association (CHA 20, 20A, 22, 23A-D) were transferred to Theatre Arts. About 1998 
the conference room was moved to its current location (CHA 20) to allow a breakout 
rehearsal room near the Movement Studio. 
At Burtness there were also significant improvements. During the winter of 1992 
a major upgrade of the Mainstage lighting system was begun. The upgrade added 
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lighting circuits above stage and (most importantly) brought the system that was installed 
in 1963 up to current code. The new system was completed in February of 1993- just in 
time for the opening of Cabaret. At this time the Mainstage House was in fairly poor 
condition. Seats were disintegrating and a mismixed wall color that was applied in 1989 
left the space with a sort of "Pepto-Bismol Pink" and dingy gold interior. As classes 
ended in mid-May 1993 crews came into Burtness to remove all audience seating for 
renovation. Once the seats were removed paint crews came in and repainted the 
Mainstage space to the current grey block pattern. Seats, now blue with a grey frame 
were reinstalled in early July, almost a month ahead of schedule. New draperies, 
including a new blue Main Drape, finished the project. All in all, these renovations 
totaled nearly a quarter of a million dollars. The summer of 1995 added lighting circuits 
to the Lab Theatre and ended years of frustration with finding enough electrical circuits 
to light a show. In 2000 the Mainstage went though one more upgrade as more lighting 
circuits were added and the old lighting control system (some of which dated back to the 
1960's) was replaced with a state of the art computerized control system. The final piece 
of remodeling was completed in 2003 when the lobbies were repainted and restyled to a 
sort of 1960' s "retro" style that complemented electrical fixtures in the spaces. 
The1990's was also a time of great organizational change within the Department 
of Theatre Arts. In 1994 the state of North Dakota faced a major budget shortfall that 
included funding to the University of North Dakota. A number of programs within the 
Department, including Summer Theatre, were either reduced or eliminated. At the 
University level it was decided to merge the School of Communication into Fine Arts to 
form the College of Fine Arts and Communication. The change proved to be a poor fit. 
The School of Communication had been a relatively autonomous organization and the 
faculty and staff viewed the merger as a reduction in the School's prestige. Further 
developments and conflicts within Communication and between the CFAC in late 1995 
resulted in Plato being placed within "S-Com" as an interim director while still holding 
the Chair position in Theatre Arts. Greg Gillette served as Acting Chair of Theatre Arts, 
supervising the day-to-day activities of the Department and working closely with Plato. 
Plato would resign and leave UND at the end of spring semester 1997. Gillette would 
serve as Chair for the 1997-98 academic year. In 1999, under another budget crunch, the 
decision was made to eliminate the College of Fine Arts and Communication and to roll 
Theatre, Music and Art into a Division within the College of Arts and Sciences. 
The historic flood of April 1997 closed the University of North Dakota for about a 
month. Theatre Arts suffered minimal damage; only some costumes were lost as a result 
of minor flooding (about 3") in the Burtness Costume Storage room (Burtness Room 4) 
and the Southeast comer of the Lab Theatre, thanks to quick action from Theatre Arts 
students, faculty and staff. The Department was in the middle of the run of She Stoops to 
Conquer when the decision was made to close the University and cancel the remaining 
performances (possibly the first time in UND history that a production was cancelled 
before the run was completed). 
The preliminary effects of the flood actually began to hit days before the 
floodwater. As the production moved closer to Tech Week reports from the news talked 
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more and more of the potential of significant flooding. High schools were letting older 
students out of school to sandbag low lying areas. Tech Week saw more dire calls for 
help with bagging and flood protection duties. Students at UND, including scene shop 
students, were taking time off to work in flood-prone areas, which served as reminders to 
all that conditions were not normal and there was a constant swirl of concern in the back 
of most people's minds. Even as the show was going up few members of the production 
company were able to give full attention to the task at hand. The show opened on 
Tuesday April 15. The next day Costume and Scene Shops were closed and students and 
staff normally working on post-opening cleanup instead went to work with flood crews 
then checked back late in the day on the status of the show. 
On Friday April 18 it was decided to cancel the performance due to flood 
concerns. Later it was announced that the University would close for the remainder of 
the semester. Laurie Hinn, the Stage Manager, was in the Costume Shop around 9:00 
p.m. Friday April 18, making phone calls to cast and crew to inform them that the 
remaining performances were cancelled when she heard the sound of water running and 
found a leak in the spiral staircase stairwell on the Southwest comer of the building and 
2-3 inches of water on the floor in the room. After calling Acting Chair Gillette, 
Technical Director Liepold and Costume Designer Kathy Jacobs, the room was emptied 
out and clothes were hung on the lighting pipes in the Lab Theatre, which soon looked 
more like a used clothing shop than a blackbox theatre. Floodwater was diverted to the 
Northwest comer of the building where sump pumps were able to keep ahead of the 
incoming water. 
The following morning most of Grand Forks was evacuated as floodwater 
inundated the city and much of UND. University electricians, as a matter of safety, were 
on the way to shut off power to buildings. They were told that Burtness was taking on 
water but that pumps were doing their job. It was decided that the electricity would be 
left on in Burtness, which probably saved the building from significant flooding, though 
mold levels in the building were found to be the highest on campus. Chandler, with no 
below grade rooms, suffered minimal damage from the flood in steam and service 
tunnels. 
For a couple of weeks following the flood there was no access permitted to 
Burtness and Chandler, as well as all other campus buildings, out of general concern for 
safety. Exterior locks were changed to keep out all but essential Facilities personnel. By 
early May the buildings were reopened and work began to restore Theatre Arts spaces. 
Top priority was working on costumes, first evaluating items damaged by floodwater 
then deciding what was salvageable. The work had to be done fairly quickly, before 
mold had a chance to set in and contaminate the items. Improving storage conditions was 
a primary concern. It was estimated that Theatre Arts owned almost a quarter million 
dollars in costumes and that about $3,000- $5,000 were lost. Post-flood funding allowed 
the addition of costume storage racks in Burtness 4 and additional shelves were added in 
Dressing Rooms 3A & 3B. On the Mainstage a minimal crew struck the set from She 
Stoops to Conquer. The job, normally done by a shop crew of about 20 in a couple of 
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days was performed by the Technical Director and a couple of hired students over the 
course of a couple of weeks. 
A Midsummer Night's Dream had been chosen as the 1997 Shakespeare in My 
Park production earlier in the season and had been announced in the She Stoops to 
Conquer program. After the flood it was doubtful that the show could go on. 
Discussions were held in early June with the Grand Forks Park District. There were 
concerns about the timing of performances so soon after the flood, but it was decided that 
enough parks were unaffected by the flood that a successful program could be planned. 
The show was designed and directed with simplicity in mind- a necessity both for 
practicality in going into some of the parks and also for those involved in the production 
that were trying to mount a show while also needing time to work on their own homes 
and do the other additional work demands that came with the flood. The concept of the 
show was a production company that is making a movie that becomes real. Scenery 
consisted of pieces of scaffold built for the show that could easily be moved by trailer. 
The reception to the show was overwhelming. Shakespeare in My Park became one of 
the first annual programs within the area to return after the flood and citizens were 
excited to be able to get away from flooded houses and get back into the parks. 
Fall 1998 introduced Kathleen McLennan as the new Chair of the Department of 
Theatre Arts. McLennan entered Theatre Arts as the transition back into the College of 
Arts and Sciences began and the Department, as well as the University, was working to 
come back from the devastating flood. 
In the past ten years the department has leveled off from the somewhat hectic 
uncertainty of budget, College and flood challenges of the 1990's. In 2000 the 
Department of Theatre Arts production of How I Learned to Drive was chosen to perform 
in the Kennedy Center/ American College Theatre Festival Region 5 Conference held in 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. The performance was a success. Despite challenges at the 
performance site, including a delay after the lead-in university's show went long (by 
nearly an hour and a halt) the performance was enthusiastically received by a crowd of 
over 1,500 college theatre fans. In the Fall of 2001 Theatre Arts, in conjunction with the 
UND School of Medicine, produced W:t QY:it) first at Burtness Theatre than on a short 
tour to the University of Mary Amo Gustin hall in Bismarck. A two-day tour turned into 
three when a late October blizzard dropped nearly a foot of ice and snow on the Red 
River Valley and made travel impossible. 
The department has grown in the past ten years with the addition of a number of 
special discipline classes. In 2005 Dance and Movement was introduced within the 
department with the one-year addition of a professional choreographer. When she left 
after two years a number of dance classes had been added to the class schedule. Dance 
and movement classes are currently taught by two part-time instructors and cooperative 
work is being done between Theatre Arts and the North Dakota Ballet Company. 
Playwriting has become a popular course in the last few years, with students writing and 
producing Reader's Theatre pieces and occasionally producing original performance 
work. 
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Students have shown great interest in department activities. Around 2003 
department students formed a student organization, the Playmakers. A couple of years 
later the name was changed to the Society of Dionysus (SOD) and the group was 
chartered as a fully recognized UND student organization. The group is active in 
promotion of department activities and, since 2005, has served concessions at most 
department performances. The group has also been active in several annual departmental 
social events- the "Beginning of The Year Kickoff Jamboree Extravaganza", a start of 
semester get-together (held the first week of classes) the Chili Cook-Off (held on the Fall 
Semester Reading and Review Day) and the annual Theatre Arts Prom (held the weekend 
before Spring finals). 
In the 1914 Book of The Pageant of the North-West William Whitford summed 
up the intent of the Sock and Buskin Society-
"The Sock and Buskin Society is thus, in a sense, a laboratory of dramatic 
literature. Through the enacting of representative plays, by critical 
analyses, and reviews, and by constructive practice in play making, the 
society is helping to prepare the way for a New American Drama." 
William Whitford, The Sock and Buskin Society.12 
For nearly one hundred years these have been the goals of Theatre at the 
University of North Dakota. We have been given a wonderful heritage from Koch, 
Schonberger and the many faculty, staff and students of our past. We can only hope that 
the plans and dreams of our present theatre department can grow froµi our Dakota soil to 
be a foundation for the next generations of our University community. 
12 Frederick H. Koch, The Book of A Pageant of the North-West. Grand Forks: 
University of North Dakota. 1914. No page number listed. 
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University of North Dakota Productions, 1900- Present 
The listings that follow are gathered from a number of sources-
1. "Dakota Playmakers, Plays Produced, 1943- 1967", a 2 page listing by year of Playmakers productions. This listing was created as a 
way of documenting productions and also provide a listing of programs within Theatre Arts Production Archives. 
2. Departmental Histodes: Theatre Arts, by Donna Campbell. This document was created as part of a University-wide history project in 
connection with the University of North Dakota's 100 year anniversary. An appendix lists productions from 1972-1982. 
3. University of North Dakota Theatre Arts Production Archive. A collection of programs, photographs and some related matedals from 
1916-present. Not all programs are present. 
4. Posters on display within the Department of Theatre Arts 
5. University of North Dakota Dacotah Annuals. Annuals contain pages of productions by the Sock & Buskin Society and the Dakota 
Playmakers as well as photographs and occasional narrative information. 
6. Information from texts written by Frederick H. Koch and E. D. Schonberger. 
Where possible production dates have been listed. These dates have been gathered from actual programs and posters, and also from listings of 
future shows within some programs. 
All shows are placed within a production season beginning with the start of the academic year. Summer shows are placed as part of the season 
just completed. A show performed in July 1969 would be listed as part of the 1968-69 season. There are some shows that can not be defined to a 
specific season. In those cases an estimated year and "pre" is indicated. 
One-Act plays are listed as complete individual productions, however 10 minute plays and scenes are listed within under the broader title of the 
production. 
Performance sites are listed as they appeared in the individual production programs. The exception to this is performances on the Burtness 
Proscenium Theatre. These are listed as "Burtness Mainstage". This is generally confirmed by visual inspection of production photographs as 
well as program information and newspaper clippings. "Burtness Theatre" is listed when the actual site can not be confirmed. 
1901- 1910- Early Organization 
Perfonnance Dates Production 
1901-02 
All For a Man 
1903-04 
Obstinate Family, The 
Perfonnance Site Notes 
Class Play 
Tricks of the Trade or Merchant of Venice Up-to-Date, The Metropolitian Theater Class Play 
1905-06 
5/17/06 5/17/06 Jeppe on the Hill, or the Transformed Peasant Metropolitan Theater Part of Norwegian Library collection celebration. 
6/12/06 6/21/06 Rivals, The Metropolitan Theatre Class Play- Class of '06 
6/15/06 6/21/06 Rivals, The Langdon, Larimore, Devils Lake, Leeds, Rugby, Minot First Barnstorming Tour 
1905-Pre 
Throw Him Out 
1906-07 
Sbe Stoops to Conguer 
Martin Chuzzlewit "Barn-St01ming Tour" "Barn-Storming Tour'' Class of '07 
1907-08 
6/16/08 6/24/08 Love Chase, The GF, Larimore, Devils Lake, Rugby, Towner, Minot "Barn-Storming Tour" Class of '08 
1908-09 
Tom Pinch "Barn-Storming Tour'' 
1909 
Lost Labors Love 
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1910-1917- Sock and Buskin 
Performance Dates Production 
1909-10 
6/13/10 6/13/10 Twelfth Night 
1910-11 
4/6/11 4/6/11 Bvezyman 
1911 




Rider~ to the Sea 
S12reading the Ne~s 
The Hoyr Glass 
1913-14 
4/16/14 4/16/14 Little Eyolf 
5/28/14 5/29/14 Pag~nt of the Northwest, A 
1914-15 
5/3/15 5/3/15 Devil's Disci12le, The 
1915-16 
4/18/16 4/18/16 Much Ado AbQut Nothing 
6/12/16 6/13/16 Shakes12eare, the Playmaker 
1916-pre 
Justice 
Man and Su12erman 
M~lting Pot, The 
Mrs. Dane's Defence 
Rosalind 
Performance Site Notes 
Outside on UND Campus near the Science Building First Sock and Buskin Performance 
Metropolitan Theater 
Metropolitan Theatre 
Second S&B performance 
Third S&B performance 
Fourth S&B performance- 3 Irish One-Acts 
Fourth S&B performance- 3 Irish One-Acts 
Fourth S&B performance- 3 Irish One-Acts 
Metropolitian Theatre Fifth S&B performance 
Bankside Theatre Dedication of Bankside Theatre. 1st Bankside Production 
Metropolitan Theatre Sixth S&B performance 
Metropolitan Theater Seventh S&B perf01mance 
Bankside Theatre 
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Second Mrs, Tangueray, The 
Strife 
Terrible Meek. The 
Trela~ney of th~ Wells 
Virginius 
1916-17 
Long Exile. The Original Work, performed December 1916 
11/23/16 11/23/16 Hyacinth Melvey Woodworth Auditorium Pait of an Evening of One-Act Plays 
11/23/16 11/23/16 Pot of Broth, A Woodw01th Auditorium Part of an Evening of One-Act Plays 
11/23/16 11/23/16 Rising of the Moon. The Woodworth Auditorium Part of an Evening of One-Act Plays 
1/25/17 1/25/17 Are You Guilty? Woodworth Hall Little Stage 1st Series of Original One-Act Plays 
1/25/17 1/25/17 Becca Woodworth Hall Little Stage 1st Series of Original One-Act Plays 
1/25/17 1/25/17 Turribly Sot Woodworth Hall Little Stage 1st Series of Original One-Act Plays 
1/25/17 1/25/17 Wanted- A Fanner Woodworth Hall Little Stage 1st Series of Original One-Act Plays 
2/15/17 2/15/17 April Showers Woodworth Hall Little Community Stage 2nd Series of Original One-Act Plays 
2/15/17 2/15/17 Beyond the Ste_rux;s Woodworth Hall Little Community Stage 2nd Series of Original One-Act Plays 
2/15/17 2/15/17 Butterflies Woodworth Hall Little Community Stage 2nd Series of Original One-Act Plays 
2/15/17 2/15/17 Patsy Puts It Over Woodworth Hall Little Community Stage 2nd Series of Original One-Act Plays 
3/15/17 3/15/17 Moonlight Woodworth Hall Little Stage 4th Series of Original One-Act Plays 
3/15/17 3/15/17 Morgan of Hinchenbrook Woodworth Hall Little Stage 4th Series of Original One-Act Plays 
4/12/17 4/12/17 Back to the Old Farm Masonic Temple 1st Annual Tour 
4/12/17 4/12/17 Moonlight Masonic Temple 1st Annual Tour 
4/12/17 4/12/17 Morgan of Hinchenbrook Masonic Temple 1st Annual Tour 
1917-18 
11/29/17 11/29/17 Death of Robin Hood. The Wooworth Auditorium 1st series of One-Acts 
11/29/17 11/29/17 How He Lied to Her Husband Wooworth Auditorium 1st series of One-Acts 
11/29/17 11/29/17 Swan Song, The Wooworth Auditorium 1st series of One-Acts 
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1917-1971- Dakota Playmnkers 
Performance Dates Production 
1917-18 
12/20/17 12/21/17 Spirit of Christmas. The 
1/31/18 2/1/18 Dakota Dick 
1/31/18 2/1/18 Hojy Daddy O'Donnell Had His Way 
1/31/18 2/1/18 Me an' Bill 
2/21/18 2/22/18 Home Fires. The 
2/21/18 2/22/18 Me an' Bill 
2/21/18 2/22/18 Vacation Tragedy, A 
4/3/18 4/3/18 Nathan Hale 
4/12/18 4/13/18 Barley Beards 
4/12/18 4/13/18 For the Colleen 
4/12/18 4/13/18 Sorority Flurry, A 
1918- pre 
New Day. A Masgue of the Furure, The 
1918-19 
Prnnella 
7/30/19 7/30/19 Selish, an Indian Pageant-Ma11Que. The 
1920- pre 
His Wife's Place 
Kara 
Mistletoe 
Peg's Little Sister, A Farce 
Sacrifice, a tragedy in One Act 
1920-21 
Price of the Prllirie 
3/28/21 4/1/21 Rose O' Plymouth Town, A 
5/5/21 5/6/21 Another Man's Place 
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Perfo1mance Site 
Woodworth Hall Play-Stage 
Woodworth Little Theatre 
Woodworth Little Theatre 
Woodworth Little Theatre 
Notes 
Dedication of the Play-Stage in Woodworth Hall. 
Woodworth Little Theatre Performed on 2/22 as part of Founder's Day activities-
Woodworth Little Theatre Performed on 2/22 as prut of Founder's Day activities-
Woodworth Little Theatre Performed on 2/22 as part of Founder's Day activities-
Metropolitan Theatre 
Woodworth Hall Play-Stage 
Woodworth Hall Play-Stage 
Woodworth Hall Play-Stage 
Fargo, Wahpeton, Valley City, Bismarck 
Woodworth Auditorium Four Original One-Act Plays on Colonial Themes 
4 
5/5/21 5/6/21 Diabolical Circle, The Woodworth Auditorium Four Original One-Act Plays on Colonial Themes 
5/5/21 5/6/21 Dowe1~ and Romani;;e Woodworth Auditorium Four Original One-Act Plays on Colonial Themes 
5/5/21 5/6/21 John Bargrave, Gentleman Woodw01ih Auditorium Four Original One-Act Plays on Colonial Themes 
5/9/21 5/9/21 Dear Departed, The Woodworth Gymnasium 
6/13/21 6/13/21 Pilgrim Pageant, The Bankside Theatre Final Pageant 
1921-22 
Importance of Being Ei!r!Iest, The Grand Forks Auditorium 
Candida Woodworth Auditorium 
8/5/29 8/6/29 Lady Windermere's Ean Woodwmih Auditorium 
1922-23 
Wren, The Metropolitan Theatre 
5/5/23 5/5/23 Prince Chap, The Metropolitan Opera House 
1923-24 
12/16/23 12/16/23 Dover Road Orpheum Theater 
5/12/24 5/12/24 Miss Lulu Bett Orpheum Theatre 
1924-25 
Her Husband's Wife Fessenden, Carrington, Oberon, Devil's Lake, Lakota, Park River Regional Tour Spring 1925 
11/7/24 11/7/24 Polly With a Past Metropolitan Opera House 
5/7/25 5/7/25 Pomander Walk Grand Forks Auditorium 
1925-26 
12/2/25 12/3/25 Her Husband's Wife Orpheum Theatre 
1/25/26 1/26/26 The Whole To:i:yn's Talking University Armory 
1926-27 
2/8/27 2/8/27 Outward Bound Orpheum Theatre 
5/4/27 5/4/27 Admirable Crichton, The Metropolitan Theater 
5/19/27 5/19/27 The Youngest Metropolitan Theater 
1927-28 
11/15/27 11/17/27 K.empy Woodworth Auditorium 
12/19/27 12/19/27 Patsy. The Metropolitan Theatre 
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2/9/28 2/9/28 Fowflusher. The 
1928-29 
3/19/29 3/20/29 Fool. The 
1929-30 
Midsummer Night's Dream. A 
11/20/29 11/20/29 The Boomer 
11/20/29 11/20/29 The Boomer 
3/12/30 3/12/30 Doll's House. A 
4/23/30 4/23/30 Clean-Up. The 
5/1/30 5/14/30 Broken Bottle, The 
1930-31 
Im12ortance of Being E!l!llest. The 
Price of the Prairi~ 
12/3/30 12/3/30 Ten Nig!]ts in a Bin:room 
1931-32 
Death Takes a Holiday 
Holiday 
11/13/31 11/13/31 R.U.R. 
1932-33 
11/22/32 11/22/32 Berkeley Sguare 
2/15/33 2/15/33 First Mrs. Fraser, The 
4/19/33 4/19/33 PeerGynt 
1933-34 
1/17/34 1/18/34 Lightnin' 
3/7/34 3/8/34 Hedda Gabler 
4/4/34 4/4/34 Late Christopher Bean. The 
1934-35 
Twelfth Night 
















Advance tickets were 50 cents. 
in honor of F. H. Koch on the 25th anniversary of the 
Auspie Acacia Lodge 
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1/16/35 1/16/35 Thunderbolt, The 
3/20/35 3/20/35 Ladies of the Jury. The Masonic Temple 
5/15/35 5/15/35 Thirteenth Annual Junior Playmaker Festiyal Armory 
1935-36 
11/13/35 11/13/35 Snow White and the Seven D,yarfs Masonic Temple 
12/17/35 12/18/35 It Never Rains Masonic Temple 
3/10/36 3/11/36 Post Road. The Masonic Temple 
5/20/36 5/20/36 Swan. The Masonic Temple 
6/5/36 6/6/36 Meny Wives of Windsor 
1936-37 
11/23/36 11/24/36 Cuckoo's Nest. The Metropolitan Theater 
12/8/36 12/9/36 Skidding Metropolitan Theater 
3/10/37 3/10/37 Ifl Were King Central High School Auditorium First UND performance at Central H. S. 
4/28/37 4/28/37 Personal Appearance Central High School Auditorium 
1937-38 
11/3/37 11/3/37 First Lady. The Central High School Auditorium 
12/15/37 12/15/37 Libel Central High School Auditorium 
3/9/38 3/9/38 Double Door Central High School Auditorium 
5/10/38 5/11/38 Wan'ior"s Husband, The Central High School 
1938-39 
The Night of January 16 
Far-Off Hills Central High School 





11/15/39 11/15/39 Sleeping Beauty of Lorelang. The Central Auditorium 
2/14/40 2/14/40 Our Town Central Auditorium 
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4/24/40 4/24/40 What a Life 
1940-41 
Nine Till Six 
12/5/40 12/5/40 Famil}'. Portrait, The 
4/2/41 4/2/41 Margin for Error 
1941-42 
3/12/42 3/13/42 George Washington Slent Here 
1943-44 
Nine Girls 
3/3/44 3/4/44 M}'. Sister Eil~n 
1944-45 
Lad}'. Who Came to Sta}'., The 
Mxsten:: at Gr~enfingers 
Young Men of Toda}'. 
1945-46 
Great Big Doorste[l, The 
Srulfu 




Rich Full Life, A 





I Like It Here 
1948-49 
























Arms and the Man 
1949-50 
Dark lad:x: of the Sonnets, The 
Eor Each Man Kills (Triple Bill} 
Happ:x: Joume:x:, The 
Late Christopher Bean, The 
Noah 
Wa:x: of the WQrld, The 
Antigone (Anouilh} 
7/21/50 7/21/50 Swan Song 
1949-pre 
Letters to Lucerne 
1950-51 
Papa is All 
11/8/50 11/11/50 Doll's House, A 
1/11/51 1/13/51 Boor. The 
1/11/51 1/13/51 Fumed Oak 
1/11/51 1/13/51 Ile 
3/13/51 3/15/51 Papa Is All 
3/15/51 1/17/51 Night Must Fall 
4/19/51 4/21/51 Blithe Spirit 
1951-52 
11/8/51 11/10/51 Another Pm of the Forest 
12/17/51 12/19/51 Diabolical Circle, The 
12/17/51 12/19/51 Rider§ to the Sea 
12/17/51 12/19/51 Second Shegherd's Pla:x:. The 
3/13/52 3/15/52 Dream Girl 
1952-53 
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Woodworth Auditorium 
Woodworth Auditorium? 
West Elementary School 
Central High School 
University Commons 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West Elementary School 
West School Auditorium 
West High School Auditorium 
West High School Auditorium 
West High School Auditorium 
West High School Auditorium 
Woodworth Hall burned March 10, 1949 
Part of a series of one-acts 
Part of a series of one-acts 
Part of a series of one-acts 
Auditions held on 3/20/1951 at 4 & 7 p.m. 
Part of a series of one-acts 
Part of a series of one-acts 
Part of a series of one-acts 
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Life With Father 
feter, Peter, Pum12kin E!!ter 
1/15/53 1/17/53 Glass Menagerie, The 
5/21/53 5/23/53 Man in the Bowler Hat, The 
5/21/53 5/23/53 Saturdax' s Children (l Act) 
5/21/53 5/23/53 Two Crooks and a Lady <Tri12le Bill} 
1953-54 
Mr. Pim Passes By 
11/5/53 11/7/53 Goodbye, My Fancy 
11/12/53 11/13/53 Goodbye, My Fancy 
1/14/54 1/16/54 Death of a Salesman 
3/19/54 3/21/54 Im!!ginary Invalid, The 
3/25/54 3/27/54 Romeo and Juliet 
1954-55 
Little Red Riding Hood 
11/3/54 11/6/54 Playboy of the Western World, The 
1/12/55 1/15/55 ficnic 
3/23/55 3/26/55 Curious Savage, the 
7/21/55 7/22/55 Candida 
7/22/55 7/23/55 Im11ortance of Being Earnest, The 
1955-56 
10/26/55 10/29/55 Mrs. McThing 
12/7/55 12/10/55 Liliom 
2/22/56 2/22/56 Abraham and Isaac 
2/22/56 2/25/56 Grammar Gurton's Nei:dle (Double Bill} 
4/11/56 4/14/56 Dial "M" For Murder 
5/17/56 5/17/56 Confidential Clerk, The (Faculty Reading} 
7/18/56 7/19/56 Hay Fever 
1956-57 
11/7/56 11/10/56 Solid Gold Cadillac, The 
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West Grade School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
Statistics for the past year are listed in program 
Statistics for the past year are listed in program 
Statistics for the past year are listed in program 
West Grade School AuditoriumNotice of desire for new auditorium on campus. Free 
West Grade School Auditorium Separate program for each week. 
West Grade School Auditorium 
West Grade School Auditorium 
West Grade School Auditorium 
West Grade School Auditorium 
Education Building Auditorium 
Campus Green Theatre, The 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
Student Union Ballroom 
Student Union Ballroom 
West School Auditorium 
Summer 
"An Evening of Old English Drama" 
"An Evening of Old English Drama" 
Faculty Reading 
Summer "in salon performance" 
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1/16/57 1/19/57 You Never Can Tell West School Auditorium 
4/3/57 4/6/57 Hippolytus West School Auditorium 
5/22/57 5/25/57 Streetcar Named Desire. A West School Auditorium 




11/13/57 11/16/57 Skin of Our Teeth. The 
2/12/58 2/15/58 Man Who Married a Dumb Wife. The Memorial Student Union Ballroom Double Bill & Touring Show 
2/12/58 2/15/58 Once a Thief Memorial Student Union Ballroom 
3/26/58 3/29/58 Chalk Garden. The West School Auditorium 
517158 5/10/58 Bus Stop West School Auditorium 




Program of Scens1s from Shakespeare Touring Show 
Rainmaker. The 
11/1/58 11/8/58 Mazy of Scotland Maxwell Anderson Festival 
11/4/58 11/8/58 Elizabeth the Queen Maxwell Anderson Festival 
1/14/59 1/17/59 Teahouse of the August Moon. Ihe West School Auditorium 
3/18/59 3/21/59 Desire Under the Elms West School Auditorium 
4/22/59 4/25/59 Boy Friend. The West School Auditorium 
1959-60 
Cavalcade of Comedy. A Touring Show 
Devil's Disciple, The West Elementaty School 
3/26/58 3/29/58 Prophesy to the Wind West School Auditorium 
12/9/59 12/12/59 Madwoman ofChaillot. The West School Auditorium 
5/4/60 517160 Tea and Sympathy West School Auditorium 
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1960-61 
11/2/60 11/5/60 Fiarvey 
1/11/61 1/14/61 Look Fiomeward Angel 
3/22/61 3/25/61 Matchmaker, The 
5/10/61 5/13/61 Kiss Me Kate 
1961-1962 
6/1/62 6/1/62 Burtness Ground Breaking Program 
1961-62 
11/1/61 11/4/61 Midsummer Night's Dream. A 
1/10/62 1/13/62 Man, The 
3/21/62 3/24/62 Summer and Smoke 
5/16/62 5/19/62 Visit to a Small Planet 
7/19/62 7/20/62 My Three Angels 
1962-63 
Physician In Suite of Fiimself, The 
10/31/62 11/3/62 She Stoops to Conquer 
12/5/62 12/8/62 Five Finger Exercise 
3/6/63 3/9/63 Lesson. The 
3/6/63 3/9/63 Sandbox, The 
3/6/63 3/9/63 Zoo Story. The 
4/28/63 4/28/63 Burtness Theatre Dedication 
4/30/63 5/4/63 J.B. 
7/25/63 7/26/63 Admirable Crichton. The 
1963-64 
10/19/63 10/19/63 Portraits of Madonnas; A Study of Tennessee Williams' Women 
11/1/63 11/9/63 Cock-A-Doodle Dandy 
12/6/63 12/14/63 Blithe Spirit 
2/7/64 2/8/64 Program of Scenes from Shakes12eare 
3/6/64 3/14/64 Orpheus Descending 
5/1/64 5/9/64 Tempest. T~ 
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West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Audit01ium 
Burtness Lot 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Audit01ium 
West School Auditorium 
UND Outdoors 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 
West School Auditorium 






Burtness Mainstage First production held at Burtness Theatre 
Burtness Theatre 








5/3/64 5/3/64 Walter Mitty/Virginia Woolf Burtness Theatre Readers' Theatre Production- The Secret Life of Walter 
7/9/64 7/10/64 Thunder Rock Burtness High School Institute 
7/23/64 7/25/64 Thurber Carnival. A Burtness Theatre 
1964-65 
11/6/64 11/14/64 Crucible. The Burtness 
12/4/64 12/12/64 Imaginazy Invalid. The Burtness Mainstage 
3/19/65 3/27/65 Seagull. The Burtness Theatre 
517165 5/15/65 Lady's Not for Burning, The Crookston High School Part of the Crookston Drama Series 
7/8/65 7/9/65 Romanoff and Juliet Burtness High School Institute 
7/29/65 7/31/65 Streets of New York Qr the Poor of New York. The Burtness Theatre 
1965-66 
11/5/65 11/13/65 Ondine Burtness Mainstage 
1/7/66 1/15/66 Alligators. The Burtness Pit 
1/7/66 1/15/66 Endgame Burtness Pit 
3/11/66 3/19/66 Androcles and the Lion Bmtness Mainstage 
4/15/66 4/23/66 Look Back in Anger Burtness Pit 
5/6/66 5/14/66 Hedda Gabler Burtness Mainstage 
1966-67 
Censored and the Damned, The Burtness 
11/11/66 11/19/66 Threepenny Opera. The Burtness Mainstage 
1/6/67 1/14/67 Moon for the Misbegotten. A Burtness Pit 
4/7/67 4/15/67 Much Ado About Nothing Burtness Mainstage 
4/27/67 4/27/67 Tribute to Maxwell Anderson. A Burtness Theatre 
5/12/67 5/20/67 Picnic Burtness Mainstage 
7/23/67 7/24/67 Volpone Burtness Theatre 
7/27/67 7/29/67 Barefoot in the Park Burtness Mainstage 
1967-68 
Luv Burtness Pit 
10/27/67 11/5/67 MacBird Burtness Mainstage 
12/1/67 12/9/67 Physicists. The Burtness Mainstage 
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3/8/68 3/16/68 Country Wife. The Burtness Mainstage 
7/25/68 7/27/68 Candida Burtness Mainstage 
1968-69 
Wise Blood Burtness Theatre 
10/6/68 10/6/68 Love Between Two People BurtnessTheatre 
10/25/68 10/31/68 Funny Thing Ha1212ened on the Way to the Forum, A Burtness Mainstage 
11/16/68 11/17/68 Androcles and The Lion Burtness Theatre 
12/6/68 12/14/68 Biedennann and the Firebugs Burtness Mainstage 
3/14/69 3/22/69 Night of the Iguana Burtness Mainstage 
5/9/69 5/17/69 Rashomon Burtness Mainstage 
5/24/69 5/25/69 Nancy Dre~ and the Clue of the Whistling Baimi12~ Burtness Pit 
7/24/69 7/26/69 Wac~ World of Megan Terry, The Burtness Theatre 
1969-70 
Creditors, The Burtness 
10/31/69 11/8/69 Skin of Our Teeth, The Burtness Mainstage 
12/5/69 12/13/69 Ghost Sonata, The Burtness Theatre 
1/16/70 1/17/70 Don Quixote of La Mancha Burtness Theatre 
2/25/70 2/28/70 We Have Always Lived in the Castle Burtness 
3/15/70 3/15/70 Censored and the Damned. The Burtness Theatre 
4/24/70 5/2/70 Death and Life of Sneaky Fitch, The Burtness Mainstage 
5/15/70 5/23/70 Two for the See saw Burtness Pit 
7/17/70 7/18/70 As You Like It Burtness Theatre 
7/30/70 8/1/70 Interview Burtness Theatre Prut of Triple All-American Review 
7/30/70 8/1/70 The American Dream Bmtness Theatre Prut of Triple All-American Review 
7/30/70 8/1/70 TV Bmtness Theatre Part of Triple All-American Review 
1970-71 
Glass Menagerie, The Burtness Theatre 
10/7/70 10/11/70 Trojan Woman. The Burtness Mainstage MA Thesis Project for Karen Thornburgh 
11/4/70 11/8/70 Miser, The Burtness Mainstage 
12/2/70 12/6/70 Violent Ear, The Burtness Pit 
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2/24/71 2/27/71 Puntila and His Servant Matti Burtness Mainstage 
3/5/71 3/6/71 Waiting for Godot Burtness Pit 
3/25/71 3/27/71 La Pinta Giardiniera (The Pretended Gardener} Burtness 
4/16/71 4/17/71 Tingalruy Bird. The Burtness Mainstage 
5/5171 5/9171 Homecoming. The BurtnessTheatre 
7/1/71 7/2/71 Greatest Show on Earth. The Burtness Playwright's Workshop 
7/1/71 7/2/71 Pinch in the Arm. A Burtness Theatre Playwright's Workshop 
7/22/71 7/24/71 Blithe Spirit Burtness Theatre 
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1971-Present- Denartment of Theatre Arts 
Perfotmance Dates Production 
1971-72 
9/24/71 9125171 Adaptation 
9/24/71 9125171 Togetherness 
10/13/71 10/17171 Boy Friend. The 
11/3/71 11/6171 Doctor in Spite of Himself. A 
12/1/71 12/5/71 Canterbury Tales, The 
2/9/72 2/13/72 Winter's Tale. The 
3/23/72 3/25/72 The Devil and Daniel Webster 
3/23/72 3/25/72 The Jymping Frog of Calaveras County 
3/27/72 3/28/72 Balloons 
3/27/72 3/28/72 Tarot Queen Medea. The 
3/27/72 3/28/72 White Balloon. The 
4/19/72 4/23/72 You Know I Can't Hear You When the Water is Running 
7/12/72 7/15/72 You're a Good Man. Charlie Broll'.n 
7/21/72 7/23/72 Petticoat Prerogative, The 
8/2/72 8/5/72 Taming of the Shrew. The 
1972-73 
10/4/72 10/8/72 Eff~t of Gamma Rays on M!ID-in-the-Moon Marigolds. The 
10/19/72 10/21/72 Deathwatch 
l 1/15/72 11/19/72 School for Scandal. The 
11/30/72 12/2/72 Architect and the Emperor of Assyria. The 
2/1/73 2/3/73 Ghosts 
2/14/73 2/18/73 Fantasticks. The 
3/21/73 3/24/73 Death of Artemio Cruz, The 
3/21/73 3/25/73 Losing Battles 
4/11/73 4/15/73 Little Prince, The 
7/12/73 7/13/73 Dracula 
7/25/73 7/28/73 Madwoman of Chaillot. The 




















Burtness Theatre Pit 








Part of a series of 3 one-acts 
Part of a series of 3 one-acts 
Part of a series of 3 one-acts 
MA Thesis Project for Jean Mattson (Playwright) 
BFA Final Project for W. J. Buzz Leer 
BFA Final Project for Danny Koren & David Shuman 
7/9/73 promo w/ Red Cross Blood Bank. Give blood 
Adults $2.00, Student $1.00 
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8/2/73 8/5/73 Comedy of Errors, The Burtness Mainstage Adults $2.00, Student $1.00 
1973-74 
What the Butler Saw Burtness Studio BFA Final Project for Harley Venton (Directing) 
10/3/73 10/7/73 Empire Builders. The Burtness Theatre Mainstage 
10/18/73 10/20/73 Indian Wants the Bronx, The Burtness Theatre Pit Senior BA Project for Wes Boyer (Directing) 
10/31/73 11/4/73 Flowering Peach, The Burtness Theatre Mainstage 
12/5/73 12/9/73 Shoemakers' Holiday, The Burtness Mainstage 
1/31/74 2/2/74 Chamber Music Burtness Pit 
1/31/74 2/2/74 Jack-in-the-Box Burtness Pit 
2/13/74 2/17/74 Caucasian Chalk Circle, The Burtness Theatre 
2/28/74 3/3/74 Prosgerity: Jullt Around the Corner? Burtness Theatre Studio 
4/4/74 4/6/74 Giants in the E!!Ith- UND Opera CQmpany Chester Fritz Auditodum 
4/17/74 4/20/74 Legend of Peer Gynt, The Burtness Theatre 
4/19/74 4/21/74 Brementown Musicians, The Burtness Theatre 
7/11/74 7/14/74 Godspell Burtness Theatre 
7/19/74 7/21/74 Bertha, the Beautiful Tyi:iewriter Girl Burtness Theatre 
8/1/74 8/4/74 Twelfth Night Burtness Theatre 
1974-75 
Ma1Tiage of Figaro, The Bmtness 
10/16/74 10/20/74 Rain Burtness Theatre Mainstage 
12/4/74 12/8/74 Arms and the Man 
2/12/75 2/16/75 HQuse of Blue Leaves, The Burtness Mainstage 
4/16/75 4/20/75 Scandinavian Legends Part of the "Prose" Sedes 
7/10/75 7/13/75 Mousetrag, The Burtness Theatre 
7/31/75 8/3/75 Lady's Not for Burning, The Burtness Theatre 
1975-76 
10/15/75 10/19/75 Importance of Being E!!mest. The Burtness Theatre 
11/19/75 11/23/75 Peter Pan Burtness Theatre 
2/11/76 2/15/76 Last Unicorn, The Burtness 
3/24/76 3/28/76 Dusty Echo, A Burtness Theatre World Premiere Production of Theatre Arts American 
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3/30/76 4/29/76 Dusty Echo. A Grafton, Whapeton, Rutland, LaMoure, Wishek, Linton, Bismarck, State Tour Performance 
7/7/76 7/11/76 Real Ins12ector Hound, The Burtness Theatre 
7/10/76 7/16/76 Hansel and Gretel Josephine Campbell Recital Hall 
7/28/76 7/31/76 Fashion Burtness Theatre 
1976-77 
Kiss Me. Kate Burtness 
2/23/77 2/27/77 Hostage. The Burtness Theatre 
4/20/77 4/24/77 Congresswomen. The Burtness Theatre 
7/10/77 7/10/77 The Tiger Burtness Theatre Studio 
7/10/77 7/10/77 The Typists Burtness Theatre Studio 
7/28/77 7/31/77 Hay Fever Burtness Theatre 
1977-78 
Story Theatre Bmtness Theatre 
10/5/77 10/9/77 Hedda Gabler Bu1tness Theatre 
10/6/77 10/10/77 Kennedy's Children Burtness Theatre 
11/17/77 11/21/77 Five Minutes to Morning Bmtness 
2/22/78 2/26/78 Undeq,ants. The Burtness Theatre 
4/19/78 4/23/78 My Dear Watson Burtness Theatre 
7/13/78 7/16/78 Good Doctor, The Bmtness Theatre 
7/19/78 7/22/78 Vasilisa Josephine Campbell Recital Hall 
8/3/78 8/6/78 Frankenstein or the Man and the Monster Burtness Theatre 
1978-79 
10/11/78 10/15/78 When You Comin' Back. Red Ryder? Burtness Theatre 
11/15/78 11/19/78 Ste12 on a Crack Burtness Theatre 
2/21/79 2/25/79 Vanities Burtness Theatre 
4/18/79 4/22/79 Midsummer Night's Dream. A Burtness Theatre 
7/19/79 7/22/79 Little Murders Burtness Theatre 
8/2/79 8/5/79 La Ronde Bu1tness Theatre 
1979-80 
10/10/79 10/14/79 Three Sisters Burtness 
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11/15/79 11/18/79 Wiley and the HaiQ'. Mim Burtness Mainstage 
11/29/79 12/1/79 Exercise. The Burtness Theatre Pit Senior Project for David Williams-Groethe 
2/20/80 2/24/80 Eguus Burtness 
4/16/80 4/20/80 Born Yesterday Burtness 
6/19/80 6/28/80 Thurber Carnival. A Grand Forks City Center Mall 
7/4/80 7/4/80 Grand Forks lnte1]lation;1l Air12ort '81 (A Local Political Satire) GGF Center for Alts and Humanities 
7/8/80 7/8/80 Photo12lays Greater Grand Forks Center for Arts and Humanities 
7/10/80 7/12/80 Arc Light Grand Forks City Center Mall Part of a series of 2 one-acts 
7/10/80 7/12/80 You Know Grand Forks City Center Mall Part of a series of 2 one-acts 
7/24/80 8/2/80 Oldest Living Graduate. The BurtnessGrand Forks City Center Mall 
7/29/80 7/29/80 Ordin!!!'.Y Bag (Hold That Bag). The Greater Grand Forks Center for the Arts and Humanities 
1980-81 
10/8/80 10/12/80 ThreeJ2!<nny Q12era. The Burtness Theatre 
11/20/80 11/23/80 Reynard the Fox Burtness Mainstage 
12/2/80 12/4/80 Shadow Box. The Burtness Studio Theatre 
2/18/81 2/22/81 Waves. The Burtness Mainstage 
2/24/81 2/28/81 Something's Afoot Burtness Theatre 
4/8/81 4/12/81 Curse of the Starving Class Burtness Mainstage 
4/22/81 4/24/81 Voyage in the Dark Burtness Studio Theatre 
6/24/81 6/27/81 Catch Me if You Can Burtness Theatre 
7/8/81 7/11/81 Getting Out Bmtness Theatre 
7/21/81 7/25/81 Com12any Bmtness Theatre 
1981-82 
9/9/81 9/12/81 Com12any Burtness Theatre 
10/14/81 10/18/81 Lemon Sky Burtness Mainstage 
11/18/81 11/22/81 Arms and the Man Burtness Theatre 
12/4/81 12/4/81 I Think I Can Burtness 
4/21/82 4/25/82 Victor, or Children Come to Power Burtness Theatre World Premiere English translation 
6/24/82 6/27/82 Flea in Her Ear, A Burtness Theatre 
7/8/82 7/11/82 Blithe S12irit Bmtness Theatre 
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7/22/82 7/25/82 Gemini Bmtness Theatre 
1982-83 
10/13/82 10/17/82 Elephant Man. The Burtness 
10/27/82 10/29/82 Birthday Party. The Burtness Studio Theatre 
11/17/82 11/20/82 Snow Queen Burtness Mainstage 
2/22/83 2/26/83 Brigadoon Burtness Mainstage 
4/20/83 4/24/83 Charley's Aunt Burtness Mainstage 
7/6/83 7/9/83 Waltz of the Toreadors, A Burtness 
7/20/83 7/23/83 Toby Show, A Bmtness 
7/22/83 7/25/83 Bus Stop Bmtness Studio Theatre 
1983-84 
Othello Burtness 
1/20/84 1/22/84 South Pacific Chester Fritz Auditorium 
2/22/84 2/26/84 Terra Nova Burtness 
4/11/84 4/15/84 Summer and Smoke Bmtness 
4/27/84 4/29/84 Sexual Perversity in Chicago Burtness Studio Theatre 
4/27/84 4/29/84 Unspeakable Practices. Unnatyral Acts Burtness Studio Theatre 
6/27/84 7/7/84 Coupla White Chicks Sitting Around Talking. A Burtness 
7/12/84 7/14/84 Pairings from Shakespeare Riverside Theatre 
7/25/84 7/28/84 Montana Molly and the Peppermint Kid Burtness Reprised on September 2 & 3 
1984-85 
10/11/84 10/20/84 Have You Anything to Declare Bmtness 
11/8/84 11/17/84 Agnes of God Bmtness 
2/7/85 2/16/85 Masgue of Beauty and the Beast. The Burtness 
3/29/85 3/31/85 Only Woman Awake is the Woman Who Has Heard the Bute. Ihe Bmtness Masters Thesis Project for Denise Heiman 
4/18/85 4/27/85 Arsenic and Old Lace Burtness 
6/26/85 6/29/85 Fantasticks. The Burtness 
7/17/85 7/20/85 Quilters Burtness 
1985-86 
10/10/85 10/1/86 You Can't Take It With You Burtness Mainstage 
University of North Dakota Theatre Productions, 1900- present 20 
11/1/85 11/2/85 Entertaining Mr. Sloane Burtness Studio Theatre Masters Thesis project for Mary Beth Barder 
11/14/85 11/23/85 Blood Relations Burtness 
2/6/86 2/8/86 Tender Land. The Burtness Mainstage 
2/28/86 3/2/86 Arkansaw Bear. The Josephine Campbell Recital Hall 
3/6/86 3/6/86 I am Not Mad Burtness B.S. Ed. Acting Recital by Linda L. Schacht 
4/10/86 4/19/86 LuAnn Hamgton Lavert:i: Oberlander Burtness 
6/13/86 6/14/86 Dining Room. The 
6/25/86 6/28/86 Picnic Burtness 
7/16/86 7/19/86 Crimes of the Heart Burtness 
1986-87 
Special Class Burtness 
Waiting for the Parade Burtness Performed at the 1987 ACTF in Minneapolis, MN 
10/3/86 10/11/86 Coyrt-Martial of GeQrge Armstrong Custer. Tbe Burtness Mainstage 
11/13/86 11/22/86 Exit the King Burtness 
2/12/87 2/21/87 Rashomon Burtness 
4/2/87 4/11/87 Working.,. A Mysical Burtness Mainstage 
7/8/87 7/18/87 How I Got That Stozy Burtness Theatre 
7/9/87 7/18/87 Talking With ... Burtness Theatre 
1987-88 
Miss Julie Burtness Masters Thesis Project for Jack Hill 
10/1/87 10/10/87 Twelfth Night Burtness 
11/12/87 11/21/87 Aili Burtness 
2/18/88 2/27/88 Funnx Thing Hapi;1ened on the Wax to the Forum. A Burtness Mainstage 
4/21/88 4/30/88 Noises Off Burtness 
6/2/88 6/11/88 Luv Burtness 
6/24/88 6/30/88 Si;1oon River Anthologx Burtness 
7/1/88 7/10/88 You're a Good Man. Charlie Brown Burtness 
1988-89 
WildHonex Burtness 
11/17/88 12/3/88 Sarah B. Divine! Burtness Mainstage 
University of North Dakota Theatre Productions, 1900- present 21 
1/27/89 1/29/89 Mass Appeal 
2/2/89 2/3/89 A ... My Name is Alice 
2/23/89 3/4/89 Mikado. The 
4/13/89 4/22/89 Lie of the Mind. A 
6/8/89 6/11/89 Frankie and Johnny in the Clair de Lune 
6/22/89 6/25/89 California Suite 




Hello from Bertha 
On Tidy Endings 
10/17/89 10/21/89 When the Meadowlark Sings 
10/23/89 11/5/89 When the M~adowlark Sings 
11/29/89 12/9/89 Love Games 
11/29/89 12/9/89 Gloaming, Oh My Darling, The 
2/21/90 3/3/90 Midsummer Night's Dream. A 
4/17/90 4/21/90 Sharon and Billy 
6/6/90 7/14/90 Fables, Unlimited 
6/6/90 7/14/90 Greater Tuna 
6/6/90 7/14/90 Nunsense 
6/6/90 7/14/90 On the Verge 
1990-91 
Old Times 
10/23/90 10/27 /90 Antigone 
11/13/90 11/17 /90 Tales of the Lost Formicans 
2/21/91 3/2/91 M~rrily We Roll Along 
4/16/91 4/20/91 Absurd Person Singylar 
6/14/91 7/28/91 Mystm of Irma Ve12, The 
6/14/91 7/28/91 Bell. Book, and Candle 
Burtness Pit 
Josephine Campbell Recital Hall 






Burtness Studio Theatre 
Burtness Studio Theatre 
Burtness Studio Theatre 
Burtness Mainstage 
Masters Partial Final Project for Daniel Dammel 
Part of a series of 3 one-acts 
Part of a series of 3 one-acts 
Part of a series of 3 one-acts 
North Dakota Centennial Production 
Grafton, Devils Lake, Tioga, Dickinson, Bismarck, Garrison, Valley City, 
Burtness 















Masters Partial Final Project for Daniel Damme! 
Summer Theatre "Magic, Mystery, Mayhem" 
Summer Theatre "Magic, Mystery, Mayhem" 
University of North Dakota Theatre Productions, 1900-present 22 
6/14/91 7/28/91 Musical Corned:,:: Murders of 1240, The Burtness Mainstage Summer Theatre "Magic, Mystery, Mayhem" 
1991-92 
10/15/91 10/19/91 Road to Mecca, The Burtness Mainstage 
11/7/91 11/23/91 Macbeth Burtness Mainstage BFA Final Project for Dan Borgen (Lighting) 
2/21/92 2/28/92 Das Fledermaus Burtness Mainstage 
3/4/92 3/6/92 Eleemosynary Josephine Campbell Recital Hall BFA Final Project for Ruth D. Thom (Directing) 
4/21/92 4/25/92 Art of Dining, The Bwtness Mainstage BFA Final Project for Richard Wittlief II (Technical 
6/18/92 7/10/92 Side by Side by Sondheim Windmill Restaurant 
7/16/92 8/1/92 Gershwin Rhapsody. A Windmill Restaurant 
1992-93 
How Gertrude Stormed the Philosopher's Club Burtness Studio Theatre Part of a series of 4 one-acts 
Naomi in the Living Room Burtness Studio Theatre Part of a series of 4 one-acts 
Senior Prom Burtness Studio Theatre Part of a series of 4 one-acts 
Sound of Silence Burtness Studio Theatre Part of a series of 4 one-acts 
10/13/92 10/17/92 Importance of Being Earnest, The Bwtness Mainstage 
11/17/92 11/21/92 Mud Burtness Studio Theatre 
12/1/92 12/2/92 Ah Eurydice! Burtness Studio Pit Part of a series of 2 one-acts 
12/1/92 12/2/92 Jack Burtness Studio Pit Part of a series of 2 one-acts 
2/24/93 2/28/93 Cabaret Burtness Mainstage 
4/20/93 4/24/93 Rumors Burtness Mainstage 
4/26/93 4/27/93 Voices Bwtness Studio Theatre student, newly created 
6/24/93 7/31/93 Nunsense Windmill Restaurant 
1993-94 
NunsenseII Burtness Mainstage summer 
10/21/93 10/30/93 Romeo and Juliet Burtness Mainstage 
12/2/93 12/11/93 Fen Burtness Lab 
3/1/94 3/5/94 Beggar's Opera. The Bwtness Mainstage 
4/6/94 4/7/94 Women and Wallace Burtness Studio Theatre Graduate Group Theatre 
4/26/94 4/30/94 Few Good Men. A Burtness Mainstage 
1994-95 
University of North Dakota Theatre Productions, 1900- present 23 
10/18/94 10/22/94 Saturday's Children Bmtness Mainstage 
11/4/94 11/5/94 Fathers & Sons Burtness Studio Theatre Original Student Work 
12/6/94 12/10/94 O' Pioneers! Burtness Mainstage 
2/28/95 3/4/95 Royal Family, The Burtness Mainstage 
3/8/95 3/9/95 Path Doubles Back, The Burtness Studio Theatre Original Student Work 
4/11/95 4/12/95 RAhq Burtness Studio Theatre Masters Thesis Project for Nita K. Ritzke 
4/21/95 4/23/95 Abdication, The Burtness Studio Theatre 
4/25/95 4/29/95 Golden Age, The Bmtness Mainstage 
8/3/95 8/27/95 Comedy of Errors, The Regional Parks Premiere of Shakespeare In My Park 
1995-96 
10/5/95 10/7/95 Fractions Burtness Lab Original one-act play 
10/5/95 10/7/95 Kiss, The Burtness Lab Original one-act play 
10/25/95 11/4/95 Anything Goes Burtness Mainstage 
11/21/95 11/25/95 Censored on Final Approach Burtness Lab 
2/20/96 2/24/96 Eager Seduction, An Burtness Mainstage newly created Collaborative production 
4/16/96 4/20/96 Cherry Orchard, The Burtness Mainstage 
8/2/96 8/25/96 Twelfth Night Regional Parks Shakespeare In My Park 
1996-97 
White Biting Dog Burtness Lab 
10/8/96 10/13/96 Meny Widow, The Burtness Mainstage 
12/3/96 12/7/96 Jo Nell Johnson and Ruthie Mapes Burtness Mainstage 
2/18/97 2/28/97 Remembrance Burtness Lab 
2/23/97 2/24/97 Picky Stingers Burtness Lab 
3/25/97 3/27/97 How to be Popular in Six Easy Steps & Other Lies they Told Us Burtness Lab 
4/15/97 4/19/97 She Stoops to Conquer Burtness Mainstage 
8/8/97 8/24/97 Midsummer Night's Dream, A Regional Parks 
1997-98 
Belle of Amherst, The Burtness Mainstage Guest Artist Performance 
10/14/97 10/18/97 Kiss Me Kate Burtness Mainstage 
12/10/97 12/12/97 Slaughter City Burtness Studio Theatre 
University of North Dakota Theatre Productions, 1900- present 24 
2/5/98 2/7/98 Floating Rhoda and the Qlueman Burtness Studio Theatre 
2/24/98 2/28/98 Grapes of Wrath. The Burtness Mainstage 
4/1/98 4/3/98 Dracula Burtness Lab Theatre 
4/21/98 4/25/98 Tartuffe Burtness Mainstage 
8/7/98 8/23/98 As You Like It Regional Parks Shakespeare In My Park 
1998-99 
9/28/98 9/30/98 Glengai:y Glen Ross Burtness Studio Theatre 
10/13/98 10/17/98 Hay Fever Burtness Mainstage 
11/17/98 11/21/98 Glass Menagerie. The Burtness Studio Theatre 
2/11/99 2/13/99 La Divina Burtness Mainstage 
2/11/99 2/13/99 Old Maid and the Thief. The Burtness Mainstage 
2/25/99 2/27/99 Bald Soprano. The Burtness Studio Theatre 
4/20/99 4/24/99 Dancing at Lughnasa Bu1tness Mainstage 
8/5/99 8/29/99 Taming of the Shrew. The Regional Parks Shakespeai·e in My Pai·k 
1999-00 
10/12/99 10/16/99 Hedda Gabler Bmtness Mainstage 
11/16/99 11/20/99 How I Learned to Drive Burtness Mainstage ACTF Region 5 Finalist 
2/24/00 2/26/00 Little Night Music. A Bmtness Mainstage 
3/24/00 3/26/00 Blue Yonder Burtness Lab 
4/11/00 4/15/00 Barefoot in the Park Burtness Mainstage 
8/4/00 8/26/00 Two Gentlemen of Verona. The Regional Parks Shakespeai·e In My Park 
2000-01 
10/12/00 10/21/00 Agnes of God Burtness Mainstage 
11/14/00 11/19/00 Woolgatherer. The Bmtness Lab Masters Thesis Project for Melissa Mitchell 
11/30/00 12/9/00 Hannah Free Burtness Mainstage 
2/27/01 4/4/01 Out Cry Burtness Lab Masters Thesis Project for Joyce Johnson 
3/29/01 4/7/01 Quilters Bmtness Mainstage 
4/2/01 4/27/01 Comedy of Errors. The Regional Schools Suitcase Shakespeare 
4/8/01 4/9/01 Prisoner. The Chandler Room 108 BFA Senior Project for Danielle M. Weiser 
4/24/01 4/29/01 Endgame Bmtness Lab Senior Project Nina Berg (Director) 




















4/30/01 Constantino12le Smith 
4/30/01 Seagull. The 
4/30/01 Seven Menus 
5/1/01 Daring to be Stu12id 
5/1/01 Lover. The 
5/2/01 Night Mother 
5/2/01 Man From Hollywood. The 








Man Who Came to Dinner. The 





4/30/02 Stye of the Eye, A 
5/1/02 Gender Agenda, The 
5/1/02 Lamb To The Slaughter 
Burtness Loading Dock 
Hughes Lawn 
Tabula Coffee House 
Memorial Union "Ye Olde Bookstore" (Found spaces at former bookstore) 
Memorial Union "Ye Olde Bookstore" (Found spaces at former bookstore) 
Memorial Union "Ye Olde Bookstore" (Found spaces at former bookstore) 










Shakespeare in My Park 
University of Mary Arno Gustin Hall Tour in cooperation with the UND Med School 
Empire Arts Theatre 
B urtness Lab 
Burtness Mainstage 
Burtness Lab 
Burtness Lab Part of a series of 6 one-acts 
5/1/02 






Part of a series of 6 one-acts 
Part of a series of 6 one-acts 
Part of a series of 6 one-acts 
Part of a series of 6 one-acts 
Part of a series of 6 one-acts 
2002-03 
10/15/02 10/19/02 Our Town 
10/31/02 11/2/02 Particular Class of Women. A 
11/19/02 11/23/02 Buried Child 
12/5/02 12/7/02 Shakespeare in Love? 
1/30/03 2/1/03 Rounding Third & Heading for Home 
4/8/03 4/12/03 Laramie Project, The 
2003-04 
10/30/03 11/8/03 Little Shop of Horrors 








Masters Thesis Project for Heather Williams 
Masters Project- Ryan Haider & John Thompson 
26 
3/2/04 3/6/04 Proof 
4/20/04 4/24/04 Private Lives 
2004-05 
10/26/04 10/30/04 Alls Well That Ends Well 
2/22/05 2/26/05 Metamorphoses 
4/19/05 4/23/05 Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds. The 
2005-06 
10/20/05 10/29/05 Grease 
11115/05 11/19/05 Sylvia 
12/1105 12/2/05 Good Body. The 
12/6/05 12/7/05 End of Semester Projects 
2/28/06 3/4/06 You're A Good M@, Charlie Brown 
4/25/06 4/29/06 ~ 
5/3/06 5/3/06 Beverly Hills Waiting For Godot 
5/3/06 5/3/06 Faithless- a movement adaptation of a contentless scene. The 
5/3/06 5/3/06 Fat Pig: A Lion's Tale 
5/3/06 5/3/06 Sandbox.The 
5/4/06 5/4/06 Horne 
5/4/06 5/4/06 Medeaplay 
5/4/06 5/4/06 Supernova in Hamlet 
5/4/06 5/4/06 Untitled Work 
2006-07 
10/24/06 10/28/07 Dames At Sea 
11/14/06 11/18/06 Doll's House. A 
2/27/07 3/3/07 True West 
4/17/07 4/21/07 Comedy of Errors 
4/30/07 5/1/07 Spurt of Blood 
2007-08 
10/2/07 10/6/07 Anton in Show Business 
11/13/07 11/17/07 Elephant Man. The 



























Masters Thesis Project for Christel Hustad 
Student One-Acts, Playwriting, Class Projects 
Directing II Final Projects: Thinking Outside the Box 
Directing II Final Projects: Thinking Outside the Box 
Directing II Final Projects: Thinking Outside the Box 
Directing II Final Projects: Thinking Outside the Box 
Directing II Final Projects: Thinking Outside the Box 
Directing II Final Projects: Thinking Outside the Box 
Directing II Final Projects: Thinking Outside the Box 
Directing II Final Projects: Thinking Outside the Box 
Masters Thesis Project for Debra Berger 
Masters Thesis Project for Misti Koop 
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